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Abstract—This research aims at realizing a ﬂying observation
system which complements other information gathering systems
using a balloon or an air vehicle. We have proposed the kite-based
tethered ﬂying robot with long-term activity capability[1].
This paper shows a computational model of the kite-based
tethered ﬂying robot and a method of learning fuzzy control
parameters for the robot using human operation data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous observation systems using a balloon[2], [3]
or an airplane[4], [5], [6] have been studied as a solution
of information gathering systems from the sky. The balloon
system is noiseless and able to stay in the sky for a long time.
However, the helium gas reservation is necessary and it needs
relatively long time and specialists of gas maintenance for
the ﬂight preparations. On the other hand, an airplane system
needs less time for ﬂight preparations, but a long-term activity
is difﬁcult due to limitation of the fuel.
We have proposed a tethered ﬂying robot based on a kite
that ﬂies with wind power as one of the natural power sources
and conducted some experiments with a real robot we designed
and built[7]. However, wind situation often varies in real robot
experiment and rain or, too strong or too weak wind situation
make the real robot experiment hard. It is also difﬁcult
to evaluate the developed ﬂight controller in various wind
situation with real data. Therefore, we develop a computational
simulator of the dynamics of the kite-based tethered ﬂying
robot for development of the controller that works in various
wind situation. Conventional work has modeled a kite or a
paraglider (for example, [8]). However, our kite-based tethered
ﬂying robot has a considerable weight attached to the ﬂight
unit and there is no paper describing the model to the best of
our knowledge.
We also proposed a ﬂight control systems based on fuzzy
controllers inspired by how a human ﬂies a kite and showed its
validity in the real robot[7]. The fuzzy rule table was designed
with human designer inspiration, however, it is hard to ensure
that the table is correct in various wind situations. It becomes
hard to deﬁne the table if the number of state variables or
membership functions is big. A certain learning approach is
necessary for the development of the fuzzy rule table.
This paper gives two contributions. First, we shows a
computational model of the kite-based tethered ﬂying robot
taking the mass of the ﬂight unit into consideration. A real
robot experiment shows the validity of the computational
model. Second, we propose a method of learning fuzzy control
parameters for the robot using human operation data and
shows its validity with computational simulations.
II. KITE-BASED TETHERED FLYING ROBOT
Our tethered ﬂying robot consists of a kite, a ﬂight unit,
tether line, and a ground control unit. The concept of the
kite-based tethered ﬂying robot is shown in Fig.1. The ﬂight
unit carries sensors and transmits the surrounding wind state,
position and orientation of the ﬂight unit itself to the ground
wirelessly. The ﬂight unit is lifted from the ground by a kite.
The ground control unit controls the line attached to the ﬂight
unit according to the data sent by the ﬂight unit. A ZigBee
module is used for wireless communication between the ﬂight
unit and the ground control unit. More details of the real robot
is described in [1], [7].
Flight unit
Ground control unit
Tether line
Fig. 1. Concept of kite-based tethered ﬂying robot
A. Computational Model
Figure 2 shows the 2D model of our kite-based tethered
ﬂying robot. A kite might change its shape according to the
wind situation around the kite. We assume that the kite does
not change the shape too much during the ﬂight because the
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r???Resistance of drag tail
M1g???Gravity of kite
M2g???Gravity of flight unit
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Te???Tension of tether line
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Fig. 2. Computational model of kite-based tethered ﬂying robot
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Fig. 3. Position of the point of forces to the chord length from the leading
edge of the chord line
wind power is strong enough to bring the kite itself during
the ﬂight and the wind power keeps the shape of the kite.
Therefore, the kite is modeled as a board in the dynamics
engine simulator. We use Open Dynamics Engine (ODE)[9]
for our dynamics simulator of the kite-based tethered ﬂying
robot. Lift force L, drag forceD, and the point of the forces
are modeled by reference to Okamoto et. al.[10]. Figure 3
shows the point of the forces, L and D, from the leading
edge of the kite. The point is ratio against the chord length.
L and D are calculated with Eqs.(1) and (2).
L = 12ClρS(U × n)×U (1)
D = 12CdρS∥U∥U (2)
ρ = 1.293P1.0 + t273.15
(3)
ρ is air density [kg/m3] and calculated by Eq.(3). P and
t are atmospheric pressure [atm] and temperature [degree
of centigrade], respectively. U , n, and S are relative wind
velocity against the kite[m/s], normal vector of the kite plane,
and frontal projected area[m2], respectively. Cl and Cd are lift
and drag coefﬁcients.
Cl and Cd are depends on the attacking angle α and the
kite wing conﬁguration. In practice, the parameters should be
identiﬁed by a real wind-tunnel test, however, it is hard to
conduct the wind-tunnel test with a kite. Therefore, we use
Eqs.(4) and (5) according to [11]. Unfortunately, the equations
offer the parameter values only when the attacking angle α is
from 0 [rad] to π4 [rad]. The lift coefﬁcient Cl is thereforelinearly interpolated while attacking angle α > π4 underconstraint that Cl = 0 when α = π2 . We assume that the dragcoefﬁcient Cd does not change a lot if the attacking angle α
is larger than π4 [rad] so that Cd when α > π4 is the valueof Cd when α = π4 . Those assumptions follow the work ofOkamoto et. al.[10].
Cl =
2.0απ
1.0 + 2.0αAr
(4)
Cd = 1.28 sinα+
C2l
0.7πAr
(5)
where Ar is the aspect ratio of the kite wing.
The drag force of the drag tail of the kite is measured
through real experiments with the drag tail of the kite and
modeled to use it in a simulation. Figure 4 shows the
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Fig. 4. Experimental result of relationship between wind speed and drag
force using real drag tail of the kite
experimental result of the relationship between the wind speed
and drag force using the real drag tail of the kite. From the
experimental results, the drag force r of the drag tail can be
estimated with a simple linear equation as below:
r = 0.602341v (6)
where v is the wind speed.
The tether line is modeled with a set of small pieces of
rigid sticks because the ODE does not have a ﬂexible line
model. The line is composed with 20 small rigid stick-type
bodies in this paper. Each rigid stick-type body takes gravity
into account. The line-winding behavior of the ground unit
is modeled as dragging the tail of the tether line. The ODE
itself does not take the air friction into consideration. The real
kite-based tethered ﬂying robot has the inﬂuence of the air
friction. Therefore, air viscous friction is added to each rigid
body on the ODE in the direction opposite to the object relative
velocity to the air. In the real experiments, a safety line is
attached to the ﬂight unit in order to avoid releasing the ﬂight
unit just in case the main tether line is cut off. The simulator
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takes it into consideration, that is, the gravity force and wind
viscous friction are added to the dynamics simulation. The
actual ﬂying robot catches the wind from the side, but, the
computer simulator does not take it into consideration.
B. Comparison between data from Model and Real Robot
We compare the take-off ﬂight data from the computer
simulated model and the real robot. The experiment is con-
ducted in the situation of 1.5 [m/s] wind speed on the ground.
The winding machine controls the tether winding power. The
real ground unit controls the power with duty ratio of the
PWM module inputs to the winding motor. The simulated
one controls the power with the drag force of the tether line,
directly. The winding power increases from 0 to maximum in
the ﬁrst 3 [s], keeps the power in 15 [s], and decreases to 0
within 3 [s]. Figures 5 and 6 show the take-off behavior of
the kite-based tethered ﬂying robot under a windless situation.
Figures 5 and 6 show the real robot experiment and simulated
one, respectively. Figure 7 shows the motor input, winding
power, length of the tether line between the winding machine
and the ﬂight unit, and wind speed against the ﬂight unit.
Figure 8 shows the altitude of the ﬂight unit. The red and green
line indicate the ones of real robot and simulated one. The data
of the real robot includes sensor noises and the resolution is
not high because of the altitude sensor ability, unfortunately.
Even so, the behavior of the simulated ﬂight unit during the
ﬂight is similar to the real one so that the simulator can be used
for the evaluation of the performance of the ﬂight controller.
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Fig. 5. Taking-off experiment result of the kite-based ﬂying robot under a
windless situation
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Fig. 6. Taking-off result of the computational simulated kite-based ﬂying
robot under a windless situation
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III. FUZZY CONTROLLER FOR FLYING
Our fuzzy controller is inspired by how a human ﬂies a
kite. Fuzzy set can reasonably represent unwritten strategy
for ﬂying a kite by human. We consider that wind speed and
altitude are essential to reﬂect human operating characteristics.
Moreover, it is necessary to take motion of the kite into
account. Here, we design 3 inputs 1 output fuzzy controller
for the ﬂight. It controls the drag and release force based on a
fuzzy set of altitude, altitude change of the kite and wind speed
measured by the ﬂight unit. The fuzzy controller is represented
based on a simpliﬁed reasoning method by Eqs.(7) and (8).
Rule i : if w is WSi and a is ALTi and da is DALTi
then φ is bi (i = 1, 2, ..., n)
hi = min(µWSi(w), µALTi(a), µDALTi(va)) (7)
φ =
∑n
i=1 hibi∑n
i=1 hi
(8)
hi in Eq.(7) indicates the degree of rule i if the wind
speed w, the altitude a, and the altitude change va are
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given. µWSi(w), µALTi(a), and µDALTi(va) are membership
functions corresponding to wind speed, altitude, and altitude
change for the rule i, respectively. The membership functions
are shown in Fig.9. Each label (WZO, WPS, and so on)
corresponds to the Table I.
φ in Eq.(8) indicates control input given to the winding
machine. It is calculated as the weighted sum of the output
variable bi of the rule i with the weight of hi. φ = 100
indicates 100 [%] drag force. On the other hand, φ = −100
indicates the brake force is zero to release the tether line.
φ = 0 indicates the drag force is zero and the brake force is
maximum to ﬁx the tether line length.
Table I shows the rule table of the fuzzy controller based on
3 inputs, that is, wind speed, altitude, and change of altitude.
Fixed numbers in the table are bi. If the kite falls down, the
controller tends to drag the line to keep the altitude of the kite
as higher as possible. If the kite goes higher, the controller
reduces dragging force and releases the line if possible.
WPMWPSWZO WPB WPL
1.0 2.5 4.0 5.5 7.0
(m/s)
µ
WS
1
0
(a) Wind speed
APMAPSAZO APB APL
1
0
20.0 35.0 50.0 65.0 80.0
µ
ALT
(m)
(b) Altitude
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-2.5 2.50.0
µ
DALT
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(c) Altitude change
Fig. 9. Antecedent membership function
IV. FUZZY CONTROL PARAMETER LEARNING USING
HUMAN OPERATION DATA
It tends to become hard to deﬁne the rules correctly if the
number of inputs or membership functions for the fuzzy rule
table becomes large. It is worth to introduce a learning method
for the development of the fuzzy rule table. As the fuzzy
controller is inspired by how a human ﬂies a kite, the learning
of the parameters is also based on the human operation data.
TABLE I
FUZZY RULE TABLE
Wind speed
Altitude
WPL
WPB
WPM
WPS
WZO
Altitude
change
Altitude 
change
Altitude
change
Altitude
change
Altitude
change
DN
DZO
DP
AZO APS APM APB APL
DN
DZO
DP
DN
DZO
DP
DN
DZO
DP
DN
DZO
DP
100
100
100 100 100 100
100
100 70
70
70 70 70
30
30
30 30
30
30 30 30
30
30 30 30 30
30 30 30 30
70
70 70
0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0 0
0
0
0
0 0
0 0
00
0 0
0
0 0
0 0
-30
-30-30
-30 -30 -30
-70 -70 -70
-70 -70 -70
-70-70-100
The human operation data are collected on the computational
simulator developed in the previous section while a human
operates with the simulated kite-based tethered ﬂying robot.
The wind in the simulator is generated by sine function
with wind speed range from 0.0 to 4.0 [m/s] and 20 [s]
cyclic period. The line length between the winding machine
and the ﬂight unit is set 50 [m] and the ﬂight unit is on
the ground when the data collection experiment starts. The
human operates the motor inputs, the duty ratio of PWM, of
the winding machine for 300 [s]. Figure 10 shows the collected
data. The red, green, blue, purple, and cyan lines indicate
altitude of the ﬂight unit, human-operated motor input to the
winding machine, length of the tether line between the winding
machine and the ﬂight unit, relative wind speed against the
ﬂight unit, and the wind speed on the ground, respectively.
The human operation data are collected every 0.2 [s] for 300
[s] so that the data size is 1500 in total.
The output variable bi in the fuzzy rule table is updated with
the human operation data. Eq.(9) shows the learning equation
which we refer learning method based on simpliﬁed fuzzy
inference model proposed by Ichihashi et. al.[12].
bi ← bi + βhiδ (9)
where β is learning rate. β = 0.1 in this paper. δ is the
difference between the output from the fuzzy controller φ and
the output of the human operation data φ∗ as δ = φ∗ − φ.
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Fig. 10. Flight log with human operation on the simulator
A. Simulation based on Learned Fuzzy Rule Table
Figure 11 shows the ﬂight logs before and after the learning.
The initial tether line length between the winding machine
and the ﬂight unit is set to 50 [m]. Each number in the ﬁgures
indicates the sequence of the position of the ﬂight unit. Figure
12 shows the comparison of altitude of the ﬂight unit during
the ﬂight before/after the learning. The red, green, and blue
lines indicate the log using the original fuzzy rule table, the
log based on human operation, and the log using the learned
fuzzy rule table, respectively. The learned fuzzy controller ﬂies
the kite more rapidly than the original fuzzy controller and the
human operation. It learns the fuzzy rule well from the human
operation data so that it works from the start to about 100 [s].
Unfortunately, the altitude of the ﬂight unit goes down
suddenly around 120 [s]. Figure 13 shows the ﬂight log
after the learning. The red, green, blue, purple, and cyan
lines indicate altitude of the ﬂight unit, motor input to the
winding machine, length of the tether line between the winding
machine and the ﬂight unit, relative wind speed against the
ﬂight unit, and the wind speed on the ground, respectively.
The reason of the drop in altitude is that the controller tends to
drag the line when the elevation angle between the ground and
the ﬂight unit becomes high. In case that the elevation angle
is low, the ﬂight unit tends to gain the altitude if the system
drags the tether line. However, in case that the elevation angle
is high, for example, it is about right angle, the ﬂight unit tends
to lose the altitude if the winding machine drags the tether line.
If the length of the tether line between the winding machine
and the ﬂight unit becomes short, the elevation angle becomes
smaller, then, the dragging the tether line leads the ﬂight unit
to gain the altitude, again, as Fig.13 shows, for example, from
130 to 180 [s]. Eventually, the ﬂight unit repeats up and down,
and touches down at about 330 [s].
Next, we conduct another simulation under the condition
that the initial length of the tether line between the winding
machine and the ﬂight unit is set to 100 [m]. Figure 14 shows
the altitude log comparison during the ﬂight. The red and green
lines indicate the logs before and after learning, respectively.
The log after the learning shows that the ﬂight unit goes
high altitude in short time. However, it shows that the ﬂight
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(b) After learning
Fig. 11. Flight log in simulations before/after learning
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Fig. 12. Altitude comparison during the ﬂight: Initial length of tether line
between the winding machine and the ﬂight unit is 50 [m].
unit goes down slowly after it reaches the highest position,
unfortunately, again.
Figure 15 shows the ﬂight log. It shows the length of the
tether line is becoming short but the ﬂight unit does not lose
the altitude so much comparing to Fig.13. However, this result
suggest that the length of the tether line becomes short, the
elevation angle becomes high, then, the sudden drops of the
ﬂight unit might occur in the long ﬂight.
The computer simulation shows the learned fuzzy controller
realizes the faster and more efﬁcient take-off behavior the
human operation, however, it causes sudden drops in a long
ﬂight. The performance of the human operation is similar to
one of the the initial fuzzy controller and it does not show the
sudden drop in the long ﬂight. Actually, the human operator
controls the ﬂight unit as the elevation angle between the
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Fig. 13. Flight log after learning: Initial length of tether line between the
winding machine and the ﬂight unit is 50 [m].
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Fig. 14. Altitude comparison during the ﬂight: Initial length of tether line
between the winding machine and the ﬂight unit is 100 [m].
ground and the ﬂight unit does not become too high. The
human operator might use the elevation angle information for
the controlling the kite-based tethered ﬂying robot.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a computational model of the kite-
based tethered ﬂying robot taking the mass of the ﬂight unit
into consideration. A real robot experiment showed the validity
of the computational model. The paper also proposed a method
of learning fuzzy control parameters for the robot using human
operation data and showed its validity with computational
simulations. The simulation suggests that the learning works
well especially for take-off behavior. It also suggests that the
additional information is necessary for more stable behavior
acquisition for a long-term ﬂight.
One of future work is to extend the fuzzy controller from
3 inputs 1 output system to 4 inputs 1 output system in
order to realize more stable control for the long-term ﬂight.
Reinforcement learning is interesting to be apply for this task
although this paper proposed to use a supervised learning with
human operation data. Real robot experiments are also one of
the future work.
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Fig. 15. Flight log after learning: Initial length of tether line between the
winding machine and the ﬂight unit is 100 [m].
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